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1 Claim. (Cl. 222-3) 

INTRODUCTION 

This invention generally relates to a novel mechanical 
unit for the dispensing of compressed gases. More par 
ticularly, this invention relates to a novel inhalator for 
the administration of oxygen or other therapeutic gases. 
In one speci?c embodiment this invention pertains to a 
small portable oxygen inhalator which is of simple con 
struction and which can be easily manipulated by persons 
of nearly any age without danger. 

BACKGROUND 

For some time there has existed a need for a low cost 
inhalator which is of such light weight construction that 
it can be easily and quickly transported from one place 
to another. Such a device has many uses. For example, 
it may be used to revive persons suffering from a respir 
atory failure resulting from gas poisoning, drowning, 
disease, nervous shock,,and other causes, and to initiate 
respiration in newborn babies. It also may be used to 
deliver anesthetic, oxygen or other vapors or gases to 
individuals for therapeutic purposes and during opera 
tions when the patient’s respiration is slow and shallow. 
It may also be used to deliver oxygen to individuals who 
work in atmospheres containing poisonous gases, dust or 
a de?ciency of oxygen. 
Most hospitals and many doctor’s o?ices have inhalator 

units which will facilitate the administration of oxygen 
or similar gases to persons who have an oxygen de? 
ciency either due to a heart attack, smoke or other con 
gestion in the lungs, shortness of breath, etc. Such units 
are quite handy and many lives are saved each year be 
cause of them. However, such units are of rather a 
bulky nature. In addition, they are quite expensive and 
special training is necessary before one can learn to 
properly operate the complicated valving arrangements 

These factors have 
more or less limited the use of such inhalator units to 
‘hospitals and larger doctors’ oilices and have denied the 
use of oxygen breathing equipment to the ordinary per 
son. When a person has a heart attack in his own home, 
and a source of oxygen is not available, the heart attack 
victim frequently dies before oxygen can be obtained 
and administred. The absence of a portable unit which 
can be sold at a reasonable price to car owners has also 
undoubtedly resulted in a number of deaths when auto 
collisions occur and there is an absence of oxygen to 
administer to the injured persons. 

OBJECTS 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
a portable compressed gas dispensing unit of unusually 
simple construction and which can readily be operated by 
persons who have no mechanical knowledge whatsoever. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a port 
able compressed gas dispension unit which is of simple 
construction and which can be readily disassembled, re 
paired or reconstructed. 

Another object of this‘ invention is to provide a port 
able compressed gas dispensing unit which can be safely 
used by persons of all ages and without any danger what 
soever to persons who may operate the unit in an im 
proper manner. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
valve and gas pressure regulator assembly of very simple 
construction and of foolproof operation so that com 
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pressed gas may be efficiently and safely dispensed at a 
uniform rate. 

These and other objecs are accomplished by the parts, 
elements, constructions, arrangements and combinations 
which comprise the present invention, the nature of which 
is set forth in the following general statement, a preferred 
embodiment of which is set forth in the following descrip 
tion and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and 
which is particularly and distinctly pointed out and set 
forth in the appended claim forming a part hereof. 

THE DRAWINGS 

FIGURE 1 is a side elevation of the complete dis‘ 
penser; 
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view of the compressed gas 

reservoir and check valve; , 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view of the regulator and 

gauge (not in section); 
FIGURE 4 is a sectional view of the top of the com 

pressed gas reservoir, the check valve assembly, the regu 
lator assembly and the gauge; ' ‘ 

FIGURES 5, 6 and 7 are fragmentary sectional views 
showing the relative positions of several parts of the 
regulator under varying ?ow conditions; 
FIGURE 8 is a fragmentary side elevation of the top 

of the regulator housing and its associated handles; 
FIGURE 9 is a sectional view of a modi?ed version 

of the regulator housing shown in FIGURES 3 and 4. 

THE INVENTION BROADLY 

The novel inhalator of this invention can probably be 
most easily understood by thinking of it as a plurality 
of more or less distinct parts or units which are adapted 
to be interconnected in such a fashion as to function as 
a unitary whole. These distinct units are as follows: , 

(a) A reservoir for compressed gas, 7 
(b) A check valve located at one end of said reservoir, 
(c) An automatic pressure reducing gas regulator, one 

portion of which is adapted to engage said check valve 
and another portion of which is adapted to dispense gas 
at a pressure which is usually at a lower pressure than 
the gas in the reservoir. 

It is preferable that all of the parts of the check valve 
assembly and the regulator assembly be made of brass, 
in accordance with well-known safety practices, although 
it will be understood that other metals such as steel, iron, 
aluminum, etc., would be satisfactory if desired. 

THE COMPRESSED GAS RESERVOIR 

As is shown in FIGURES ‘l and 2, the compressed gas 
reservoir 10 preferably consists of an oblong cylindrical 

_ thick-Walled chamber of su?icient strength to safely con 
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tain the compressed gases under the desired pressure and 
also ‘of su?icient strength'to Withstand damage due to 
accidental jarring, bumping or dropping. The reservoir 
is preferably made from high-strength steel but other 
metals are satisfactory. A particularly preferred type of 
gas reservoir or cylinder is that approved by the Bureau 
of Explosives and the Interstate Commerce Commission 
and which is slightly less than 2 inches in diameter and 
slightly less than 12 inches in length. 

It will be understood that the hereinafter described 
regulator can be used on any size cylinder up to the 
commercial oxygen cylinder containing 244 cubic feet 
of oxygen. ' 

The cylinder pressure in the small cylinders usually 
ranges from 1800 to 2200 pounds pressure and the regu 
lator can easily withstand this pressure. " 

It will be seen that the reservoir 10 is closed at one 
end and open at the other end. The open end is thread 
ed to receive corresponding threads on the exterior of 
the hereinafter described check valve housing. The ex 





danger pass upwardly through passageway 200. 
\ seat member 226 will remain in the closed position shown 
‘in FIGURE 6 until the back pressure upon the top of 
plunger P decreases to such an extent that the spring 238 
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‘POSITION OF THE MOVABLE; COMPONENTS 
WHEN THE SYSTEM IS IN OPERATION AND 
WHEN GAS IS FLOWING 

The inhalator apparatus of this invention is rendered 
operative by interconnecting the regulator assembly with 
the reservoir and check valve assembly. This is easily 
accomplished by simply inserting the end of the regula 
tor assembly containing the nozzle assembly N down 
wardly into the check valve housing B. As the two mem 
here are brought together in this fashion, the lower por 
tion of threaded member 206 will engage the upper por 
tion of threaded member 122 and consequently in order 
to e?ect an interconnection of these two members it is 
necessary to rotate the two members relative to each other 
so that the members will threadably engage each other. 
"As the tWo members move closer to each other during the 
threading operation the lower portion of nozzle stem 
member 202 will push downwardly upon the top 117 of 
check valve C and the check valve C will thus be moved 
downwardly despite the upward force of spring 108. As 
the check valve C moves downwardly the lateral passages 
1418 will reach a point where there is open communica 
tion between the interior of reservoir 10 and the outer 
ends of the lateral passages 118 since the normal sealing 
action of O-ring 114 is unsealed as the check valve C 
moves downwardly. When the lateral passageway 118 
does come into open communication with the interior of 
reservoir 10 the gas within reservoir 10 will pass upward 
1y through passageway 118 then through passageway 116 
and upwardly through passageway 200. 

, FIGURE 4 illustrates most clearly the relative position 
of the nozzle member N and the check valve C when 
the high pressure gas is ?owing outwardly from the reser 
voir 10. In this ?gure it will be seen that O-ring 204 
effectively prevents any of the high pressure gas of reser 
voir 10 from escaping upwardly along the interior bore 
.120 of check valve housing B. 
As the gas in the interior of reservoir 10 rises upwardly 

through passages 118, 116 and 200, see FIGURE 3, part 
ofthe gas enters into passageway 212 and thence into 

1 gauge G to register the pressure of the gas within reser 
voir 10. Another portion of the gas rising from the reser 
voir 10 through passageway 118, 116 and 200 immedi 
ately exits through the exit portion 224 of nozzle mem 
ber N, passes into annular passageway 228, through pas 

_ sageway 232 ‘upwardly through axial passage 230, 
through ?lter 246 and then out through ori?ce 244. 
However, since ori?ce'244 is of very small diameter 
(e.g. .012 inch or~number 80 drill) the outward ?ow of 
the gas is considerably restricted and a back pressure is 
immediately created. This back pressure exerts a down 
ward force on the upper piston-like portion of plunger 
P with the result that plunger P is forced in a downward 
direction against the upward force of spring 238. Since 
the strength of spring 238 is adjusted to a ?xed low out 
let pressure (e.g., about 80 p.s.i.) the plunger P will move 
downwardly. 
The relative position of seat 226 and the upper exit 

portion of portion 224‘ of nozzle member N is perhaps 
best illustrated in the three sketches shown in FIGURES 
.5, 6 ‘and 7. These sketches are only fragmentary and 
‘not necessarily to scale in order that they might vbetter 
‘illustrate the operation. FIGURE 5 shows the relative 
position of seat member 226 and upper end portion 224 
at the ?rst instant that the high pressure gas from the 
reservoir ?ows upwardly through passageway 200. When 
‘the gas reaches'the outlet ori?ce 224, however, an imme 
diate back pressure is exerted against the top of plunger 
1? and as a consequence seat 226 is forced downwardly 
against the upper end portion 224 so that gases can no 
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can exert enough upward force to separate the seat 226 
from the upper end portion 224. It is possible, therefore, 
that the relative movement of seat 226 and the upper 
end portion 244 comprise a quick succession of up and 
down movements as shown in FIGURES 5 and 6. It is 
also possible, however, that the seat member 226 and 
upper end portion 224 may quickly assume a relatively 
?xed positional relationship which is intermediate between 
the two extremes shown in FIGURES 5 and 6. FIGURE 
7 is intended to show seat 226 and end portion 224 in 
such an intermediate position. If in fact an essentially 
equilibrium condition as illustrated in FIGURE 7 does 
exist when the apparatus is in operative steady gas flow 
ing conditions, the clearance between the seat 226 and 
the upper end portion 224 is probably very minute, being 
just large enough to permit an amount of high pressure 
gas from reservoir 10 to ?ow through the clearance area 
to replace an equal amount of the lower pressure gas 
existing through ori?ce 244 and to maintain the desired 
low pressure above plunger P. 
When it is desired to stop the steady outward ?ow of 

gas it is merely necessary to twist the reservoir 10 and 
the regulator housing R in reverse directions relative to 
each other so that threaded member 2G6 disengages 
threaded member 122, which in turn causes the lower 
portion of nozzle stem member 202 to exert no down 
ward force on check valve C, thus allowing check valve 
C to move upwardly until the O-ring 114 is in sealing 
relationship with shoulder 115, thereby preventing any 
further iiow of high pressure gas from reservoir 10. ' 

NOVEL FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF THE 
PRESENT INVENTION ~ 

(1)‘ Safety.-—When the regulator assembly is purposely 
or accidentally disengaged from the reservoir and check 
valve assembly, there is no danger that the compressed 
gas in the reservoir will escape, since it will be trapped 
in the reservoir by the check valve. In the event that 
the ori?ce 244 becomes restricted in any way (e.g. 
clogged with dirt) the automatic pressure regulating ac 
tion of the regulator assembly would immediately shut 
oif any?ow of high pressure gas to the ori?ce area. 
Moreover, even in the event that seat 226 should become 
defective and fail to prevent the flow of high pressure 
gas through exit portion 224, the construction of the 
parts is strong enough to withstand the full pressure with 
out rupture of any of the critical parts. 

(2) Ease of operation-No skill or previous training 
is needed to operate the inhalator. Even children can 
easily use the inhalator to administer oxygen to stricken 
adults. Older persons or injured persons, who might 
have very little strength in the event of an emergency, 
can easily render the inhalator of this invention operative 
,by a gentle twisting action. The flow or’ oxygen is preset 
and therefore needs no calibration or adjustment by the 
user. 

(3) Simplicity of c0rzsZructz'0n.--The various parts of 
the inhalator of this invention are of very simple con 
struction and can readily be mass produced and assembled 
by assembly line techniques by relatively unskilled work 
ers. The various parts are designed and manufactured in 
such a fashion that there is practically no need for the 
assembly line workers to waste any time making ?ne ad 
justmeuts, bothering with critical tolerances or worrying 
about positional relationships of passageways. 

(4) Replaceability of parts.—-If any of the parts of the 
inhalator becomes damaged, defective or worn, they can 
very easily be replaced by simply unthreading one or two 
parts and inserting a new part for the defective part. In 
emergencies, a defective part in the regulator assembly 
is most quickly and easily remedied by replacing the en 
tire regulator assembly. 

(5) Ease of maintenance.—The inhalator device of 
this invention presents practically no maintenance prob 
lems. 
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(‘6) Minimum amount of dead air spacey-The cen 
str'uc'tionpf the check valve assembly, regulator assembly 
,‘sndparts adjacent thereto is such that the deadai-r space 
'ils‘lge'ptat an absolute Therefore, when the in~ 
shalator unit is disconnected or the reservoir and regu 
lator ‘assembly are rotated apart there is only a very small 
amount of high pressure gas trapped in the regulator as 
sempiy. This is both a safety 'feature and "'aieature 
‘having commercial appeal. It is a safety feature because 

there was a large volume of high pressure in either the 
check valve assembly or the regulator assemblyupon dis 
engegement of these two parts there would be the danger 
that the great volume of escaping high pressure gas would 
damage one or more of the O-rings. This feature has 
commercial appeal because if a large ‘volume of high 
pressure gas escapes'through a relatively vsmall ori?ce 
ihesudde'n noise created could easily alarm and frighten 
ytheuser. ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' a 

' ('7)‘ Uzilit-y.--Can be easily lifted, transported, handled, 
stored and re?lled‘. _ " " "' i ‘ " ‘ 

' Set ?ow.-—The regulator of this invention has a 
predetermined set ?ow. This is an important feature and 
a‘ de?nite advantage because it does notrequire that the 
user malre any calculations, ‘adjustments, decisions, etc., 
regarding the flow rate. ' ’ ' ' ‘ " ’ ' 

MIsQELLANEoUs ' 

.Ths PQi-‘QBWSSQ gas dispensing unit of this ihvcntiohis 
usually'crnhicycd With certain tactic not .iccs wcll-hhowh 
accessories.‘ Such accessories woule, for example, usually 
vinclude a mask or other similar device to ?t over a por 
tion of the users face and sufficient tubing connecting the 
,mask to thc ccuchhg hippie 24.5 of the ihholator- Any 
1151 hell? gfkii?cfchttypcé of masks thight he employed 
' it hhibst important that thc rcgulotcf of this’iuych'ticc 
jh?yc a set ?ow. The set ?ow is tied in with the fact 
that the, cot how is dctctmincd by vtho particular mask that 
might be supplied with the unit.‘ It is preferable that the 
hitch which .iS' supplied With the unit have a 't‘chrccthin'g 
has, on it- This tc'brcothina has cots as a .Storasc resci 
vc'i'r for‘ thc' gas which is flowing during the time the 
user is exhaling and resting between breaths; The ma; 
jority'of ‘the waste gases in exhaled air is contained in 
's'the last 1/; or 1/2 of the exhalation, When the user ex 
hales, the ?rst part of his breath goes into the vrebreathing 
bag, is mixed with fresh oxygen which is ?owing into the 
bag continuously, and when the bag expands to its fullest 
extent, the last 1/2 or 1/3 of the user’s breath passes out 
through‘an expiratory valve in the maslg. ' ’ 
When a properly constructed mask is used with the 

present invention the gas delivered from the pressure re 
’ihtqing ,rcsulotor will provide bctwccn 75% and 109% 
9¥Ygch cohcehtrhtioh to virtually any lung capacity 

"Iti one Preferred cmhcdimcht of this ihvchtion, the 
oxygen is arranged so as to ?ow at about'six liters per 
minute, which is considered as average for various other 
types of oxygen administration devices such as inhalers, 
cannula, nasal catheters or even small oggygen hoods or 
face tcntc- ' ' ' 

Tho compressed.‘ gas cylinders may he ?llcsi vctycimply. 
For example, if a ‘large commercial oxygen tanlt or other 
source of oxygen under high pressure is provided with a 
discharge means having substantially the same size and 
shape as the parts 266?, 2632 and 266 of'FIGURE 3, and 
it was screwed into the threaded top of cylinder 10 and 
pressure was introduced it would force the check valve 
open until the cylinder was full of gas at the same pres 
sure'as the source. ' ' l ' ' ' 

The gauge G indicates the pressure of'the gases within 
the reservoir it}. 7 This gauge is not essential to the oper 
ation of the inhalator but is desirable since as the pres: 
sure gauge gradually drops with use, Lhe user is able to 
obtain an approximate idea as to the amount of gas which 
remains. Omitting the gauge would eliminate the neces 
sity for passages 216 and 212 and either O-ring 220 or 
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8 
222. Asecond gauge-could be connected to the regu 
later assembly to-measure-the pressure above the piston 
P by boring an appropriate sized threaded passageway 
through the rcgulator assembly adjacent to the 
marked with the letters ‘,GA. This Second gauge could 
hccalihratcd in liters p'cr ‘minute being administered. 
When the hlhalator device contains no gauges the com 
vstlfuction is ccusidcrahlylsim li?cdhhd‘thc cost of manu! 
.facture reduced. ' ‘ " ' ' 

jlf it is desired to provide an Inhalator which would 
permit one to alternately fuse ai‘gauge and to omit one, 
the threaded corinectionwhic'h usually receives the gauge 
could hc easily adaptcdto receive a threaded plug 
When the top portion T is equipped with one or more 

key handles HKEIGllRE 8), those handles can be uscd 
to shut oh the how hot d. of rotating thc Prcccurc rc 
ducing regulator or rotating the cylinder. This is par 
tic'ularrly helpful when this regulator unit is used with a 
largo medical or ‘comm cial type cylinder. The key 
handle _H, however, wi 1y shirt the flow off or turn 
thc flow 014- " .If the‘ hcyhaodlc‘c H are used in conjunc 
tion with spring both .01) the bottom and on the top of 
plunger P, the‘key handles can therefore be used to 
‘vary thcv?ow ‘of compressed gas in a gradual manner (scc 
upper spring .909, lower sprigs .1901, and handle H of 
FIGURE 9)... v , , . , V 

The. outlet pressure may be regulated to. the dcsitcd 
degree by using stronger or weaker springs (238). The 
outlet prcscurc'mcy also be varied by ‘using piungers (P) 
of different shaft lepgths 
areas. 7 - ' , 

Another modi?cation within the scope of this invention 
would ihvolvc placing another coil spring (similar to 
spring 2331) betweep the top of plunger P and the under 
éifdc'ot threaded mcmhcr T, so as to thus counteract the 
upward force of‘ spring 238; (thus providing another 
means for regulating‘ the" outlet pressure). . 

In conclusion, while the foregoing speci?cation and 
drawings dcscrihc. the construction, operation and use of 
one prctcrrcd embodiment of thc instant invention, it is 
to be understood that I'do not intend to limit myself to 
the prccisc construction and arrangements hcrcin dis- ' 
closed, since the various details of, construction, form and 
orrongcracnt may obviously be varied to a considerable 
extent by anyone Skilled in the art. Without really deport 
ing from the basic principles and novel teachings of this 
invention and without sacri?cing any of the advantages 
of the invention, and accordingly, it is intended to encom 
pass all changes, variations, modi?cations and equivalents 
falling within the scope oi the appended claim, 
What is claimed is: 
A novel dispenser for compressed gases which com 

prises in combination a reservoir 19 for compressed gas, 
a check valve assembly located in one end' of said res 
ervoir, said check valve assembly comprising a main 
check valve housing 13, a spring-loaded check valve C 
mounted in the lower portion of said check valve housing 
B and adapted to move in. an axial direction within said 
check valve housing, said check valve C being pressed 
upwardly by a coiled spring member 1,08 seated in a lower 
portion of the check ‘valve housing B, and the upward 
movement of the check valve C being limited by a shoul 
der 115 on the upper interior part "of said check valve 
housing, said check‘ valve C containing a passageway 116 
which ‘is capable of alternately permitting or restricting 
the passage?of gases through ‘said, check valve assembly 
depending upon‘ the axial movement of the check valve 
C, an automatic straight-in-line pressuring-reducing gas 
regulator assembly,'one portion of‘ which is adapted to 
engage said check valve assembly and another portion of 
which is adapted to dispense gas at a pressure which is at 
a lower pressure than the gas in the reservoir, said auto 
matic pressure reducing gas regulator comprising in com 
bination a main regulator housing R of generally hollow 
cylindrical shape, the-interior of which is adapted to re 

and of ditferent' upper surface ' 
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ceive a plurality of separate elements, a nozzle assembly 
N ?tted into the lower end of said main regulator hous 
ing R, said nozzle assembly N containing an interior cen 
tral passageway 200 extending from the lower to the upper 
end thereof, an O-ring adjacent to the lower outside end 
of said nozzle assembly N, an O-ring adjacent to the up 
per outside end of said nozzle assembly N, said lower 
O-ring being adapted to provide a seal between the ex 
terior of said nozzle assembly N and the interior of said 
check valve assembly, and said upper O-n'ng being 
adapted to provide a gas seal between the exterior of said 
nozzle assembly N and the interior of said main regulator 
housing R, said nozzle assembly additionally containing‘ 
a ?rst lateral passageway 212 connecting the said interior 
central passageway 200 of the nozzle assembly N with 
the outer portion of said nozzle assembly so that the in-' 
terior of said nozzle assembly is in open communication 
with the interior of said main regulator housing R and an 
O-ring is located on the exterior of said nozzle assembly 
N below said lateral passageway 212 and a second lateral 
passageway 216 is provided in the main regulator hous 
ing adjacent to the outlet of said ?rst lateral passageway 
212 in said nozzle assembly N, a top portion T ?tted into 
the upper portion of the main regulator housing R, a 
spring-loaded piston-like element P mounted within the 
interior of said main regulator housing R and adapted to 
slide axially therein, the upper movement of said piston 
like member P being limited by said ?tted top portion T 
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and the lower movement of said piston-like element T 
being limited by said ?tted nozzle assembly N, and a con 
tinuous passageway 230 for gas through said piston-like 
element P and a passageway through said threaded top 
portion which is adapted to be alternately closed or 
opened depending upon the position of the piston-like 
element wherein said piston-like element P comprises a 
hollow shaft portion 230 having a relatively small circum 
ferential seat 226 ?xed on its lower portion and having 
a relatively large circumferential plunger section ?xed on 
its upper portion, an O-ring 236 located around the pe 
ripheiy of said plunger section, an O-ring 234 located in 
the lower part of said hollow shaft portion adjacent to but 
above said seat portion, a lateral passageway 232 located 
in said hollow shaft portion between said lower O-ring and 
said seat, said lateral passageway 232 being in open com 
munication with an axial passageway 230 extending up 
wardly from the top of said seat 226 through the length 
of said hollow shaft portion, and a spring 238 ‘adapted 
to apply force upwardly against the underside of said 
plunger-like element P. 
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